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The BIS Sews 
Bowling TSreen State ITniversittj 
wednes- Faculty approves cost-of-living increase 
days-16-79 
SGA to consider 
escort service use 
'   At tonight's weekly Student 
Government Association (SGA) 
meeting, reports will be given on 
the escort service. English 
surveys and the advising pam- 
phlet 
SGA president Michael D. 
Zinicola said off-campus senator 
Mark A. Henderson will discuss 
whether or not the escort service 
should be used the remainder of 
the quarter. 
SGA voted at its last meeting to 
reinstate the escort service for 
the last few weeks of spring 
quarter, but the service has not 
yet been started. 
Progress on the English llO- 
ll 1-112 surveys and the advising 
pamphlet will be reported on by 
Raymond W. Braun, academic 
affairs coordinator. 
Announcement nominees for 
executive officers' assistants and 
personnel board will be voted on 
by SGA, Zinicola said. 
Zinicola also will anounce his 
choice for SGA senator from 
Compton-Darrow. 
Since no one ran for the 
position, Interested candidates 
were interviewed, and it will be 
up to SGA to approve Zinicola's 
choke. 
The public meeting will be at 
1:30 p.m. today In the Capital 
Room, Union. 
More campus jobs 
lavailable to students 
The University Work-Study 
Program will receive twice as 
much money for the 1979-80 
school year as this year. 
More than $700,000 has been 
allocated by the Off ice of 
Education, a department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 
which means more students will 
be eligible for'the program. 
Because of the Increased 
funding, maximum income 
requirements have been lifted, 
Ellen J. Kayser, assistant 
director of student employment, 
said. 
She said the program will be 
open to more middle-Income 
students, providing they can 
demonstrate financial need. 
The additional money will 
mean more departments will 
hire students for the Work- 
Study Program. Kayser said. 
8M related story on Pago 3. 
1 elsewhere 
W ASHINGTON-Reports that 
the Peoples Temple cult set up an 
execution squad to eliminate 
national leaders "should not be 
totally discounted," House in- 
vestigators report Page 7. 
TEHRAN, WAN-Iranian 
newspapers, still asserting then- 
independence three months after 
the Islamic revolution, are 
embroiled in a struggle with 
ruling forces that could deter- 
mine the fate of freedom of the 
press in this country for years to 
come. Page 7. 
inside 
NEWS- City school officials are 
awaiting EPA Information to 
analyse possible asbestos 
hazards In city schools. Page I. 
FEATURES- Paul O'DonneU 
profiles Tom Misuraca, interim 
UAO director. Page I. 
weather 
SUNNY, CLEAR- High MF 
(18C),lowJ8F(2C),0percent 
chance of precipitation. 
by Mary Dannsmlller 
staff writer 
Faculty Senate yesterday approved a 
recommendation for a faculty cost-of- 
living (COL) increase of 7 percent for 
the 1979-80 academic year to be man- 
dated across the board with the 
remainder of the increase reserved for 
department discretion of awarding 
merit increments. 
This mode of salary distribution was 
approved only after considerable 
debate on two other recommendations 
which were defeated. 
The first recommendation to the 
senate by the Faculty Welfare 
Committee (FWC) was for an 8.3 
percent COL increase. Any merit in- 
creases would be awarded from a 
separate fund, distinct from the annual 
salary increase. 
Another means of salary distribution 
discussed was two-thirds reserved for 
the COL increase and one-third left up 
to each department's discretion. 
DR. GEORGE HERMAN, professor 
of speech, said during the debate over 
the FWC recommendation, that if it 
were adopted, faculty members could 
assume there would not be any merit 
increases given. 
He explained that faculty members 
would not have to be as motivated to 
receive salary increases, as they would 
merit increments. In order to keep 
other universities from hiring a 
productive faculty member, merit 
increases need to be awarded. 
Senate also approved a sick-leave 
policy which allows all faculty 15 days 
sick-leave credit during a nine-month 
academic year. 
THE POLICY, explained by Dr. 
Thomas D. Anderson, professor of 
geography, shows three major changes. 
The changes allow faculty members 
to accumulate the IS days over a period 
of years; payment at retirement to be 
calculated on a maximum of 120 ac- 
cumulated days and on the basis of 1- 
195 times the base pay in the year of 
retirement, and each department 
chairman to maintain the sick-leave 
record. 
University Provost Michael R. 
Ferrari announced that the University 
will not be proposing a full budget for 
next year to the board of trustees 
tomorrow because of the uncertainty of 
the Ohio House appropriations bill In 
the Senate. 
OR. BILL J. REYNOLDS, professor 
of education, was voted as ^Jce. 
chairman and chairman-elect, and Dr. 
Marvin L. Kumler, associate professor 
of psychology, was elected as secretary 
of the Faculty Senate for 1979-80. 
Vacancies also were filled on various 
committees-the Ohio Faculty Senate, 
Ohio Board of Regents, Academic 
Council and the President's Panel. 
Cindy Lewis hands the baton to Penny Curry, yesterday during the 72-hour charity marathon. staff photos by Tim Westhoven 
Students run 
for retarded 
Starting at 6 p.m. last Monday and continuing until 6 p.m. Thursday, 
University students will be running to benefit the mentally retarded children of 
Wood I.ane S. hool. 
Sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, Alpha Gamma sorority and 
Marathon Oil In Findlay, the 72-hour event involves students continuously 
running around University Whittaker track. 
When a person finishes running, a baton will be handed off to the next runner, 
thus keeping the track in constant use. 
The event is open to anyone who wants to run, but there is a competition for 
organizations. 
ORGANIZATIONS CAN have up to 10 people run. The team running the most 
laps in an hour will receive a trophy. 
Last year's winners, Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, are the leaders again this 
year with 65 laps or 16.25 miles in one hour. 
There is a $10 entry fee for each team with all proceeds being donated to Wood 
Lane School to help finance their Special Olympics Program. 
LAST YEAR about $400 was raised and he, Beau E. Hopkins, co-chairman of 
the event, expects to raise $500 this year. 
During the 72-hour stretch, Hopkins said there will be over 200 participants 
who will run between 500 and 600 miles. 
Cheryl V. Mervar, a sophomore recreation major, is one of those participants 
giving up time and energy to run for Wood Lane. 
"IT'S HEALTHY for you, and it's for a good cause," she said. Mervar said 
she will run two or three times this week, once at 3 a.m. 
"It gets a little lonely running by yourself, but it's not that bad," she said. 
This is the fifth year for the marathon. 
University may increase Friday classes 
by Denlse Sakal 
staff reporter 
In recent years, the University has 
been moving toward a four-day 
academic week; however, this may 
change beginning winter quarter, 1980, 
according to Richard R. Eakin, vice 
provost for institutional planning and 
student affairs. 
The University presently is looking 
into the possibility of increasing the 
number of classes held on Friday, 
Eakin said. 
The evolvement of the four-day week 
was gradual. Registrar Cary Brewer 
said, explaining it was partly a result of 
switching from semesters to quarters 
in 1968. 
"Through the course of last year, it 
became evident that we, as a 
University, have drifted more and 
more toward a class week comprised of 
Monday through Thursday classes. 
This was probably not in keeping with 
the overall residential character of the 
University," Eakin said. 
BY SPREADING the class schedule 
that now fits into the four-day week to 
five days, it allows the student more of 
an opportunity to prepare for classes," 
Eakin said. 
Brewer said he would much rather 
discuss the possibility of spreading out 
the concentration of midday classes 
(10:30a.m.-1:30 p.m.) 
University. President Holli? A. 
Moore Jr. said the present schedule is 
not making full use of the University. 
"I THINK WE have an obligation to 
use the University to maximum 
capacity and that means a full 
academic year, week and day," Moore 
said. "Taxpayers put a lot of money 
into the University. They don't do it 
with the intention of having a four-day 
week." 
Moore also said the present schedule 
contributes to the number of students 
leaving the University on weekends and 
"when that happens, a lot of style and 
flavor of the University is lost." 
He added that increased Friday 
classes may cut down students' 
Thursday night partying. 
THERE ALSO IS concern for making 
better use of the classrooms by evenly 
distributing the percentage of time 
each classroom would be in use, Eakin 
said, adding that a large number of 
classrooms are not used on Friday. 
Brewer said he plans to talk to the 
department chairman in each college to 
get feedback on how the faculty view 
the proposed change, adding, "I hope 
we're still in the negotiating stage." 
Some departments have outlined 
their 1979-80 academic calendar and 
are not sure they can make the switch. 
Brewer said. 
David C. Roller, Facultv Senate 
chairman, said the faculty initially 
expressed concern when the change 
was being considered for fall quarter, 
but added he has not heard of any 
faculty objections to the principle idea 
of the change. 
EAKIN SAID it is too late in the year 
to implement the change fall quarter, 
1979. But the proposed change, effective 
winter quarter, 1960, is virtually 
finalized. 
There also has been talk of the 
possibility of making Wednesday the 
light classload day and a day for faculty 
meetings, Brewer said. 
THE ACADEMIC week would end 
with the last class being held at 3:30 
p.m. on Friday, Eakin said, adding 
there are some departments that may 
need to use the 4:30p.m. time slot. 
"They will have more classes on the 
average on Friday, but they'll benefit 
by having more time between classes In 
the middle of the week," Eakin said. 
STOP Gr0LJP fears Portage dredging may pose flood hazard 
by Rick Rlmelspach 
staff reporter 
A group called Save The Old Portage 
(STOP) has organized to stop Wood 
County from going ahead with a bottom 
dean-out of the Portage River. 
H.J. Drummer, David M. Apple and 
Dale Roe have petitioned the county to 
clean brush and other growth from the 
North Branch of the river to Silverwood 
Road. 
The petition asks the county to "clean 
out deepen, widen and strengthen as an 
open ditch" about 18^ miles of 
the river to improve drainage, Roe 
said. 
STOP  fears such river work will 
I 
result in more flooding and damage to 
homes downstream, according to Dr. 
Karl M. Schurr, president of STOP and 
professor of biological sciences at the 
University. * 
AT A RECENT meeting of STOP, 
damage claims were passed out to 
about 30 persons who live along the 
river. They were asked to fill the claims 
out and send them to the County 
Commissioners in an effort to stop the 
river clean-out. 
"If the damage claims are high 
enough, the county can't go ahead with 
the work (clean out)," Schurr said. 
The damage claims will Include loss 
of trees, potential damage due to in- 
creased   flooding   and   decreased 
property values. 
SCHURR SAID he would like to see $5 
million in damage claims presented to 
the county. So far, about $1 million in 
claims have been filed. 
Schurr said STOP Is sponsoring a 
canoe trip along the Portage River 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at the 
Old County Home. The trip, open to 
anyone with a canoe or kayak, will end 
near Poe Road. 
The purpose of the trip Is to show how 
beautiful and unspoiled the Portage 
River is, Schurr said. 
THE COUNTY does not have final 
plans for the river dredging, according 
to County Engineer Donald R. 
McNeeley. 
Another hearing must be held on the 
petition before plans are completed, 
and McNeeley said he could not con- 
ceive of the river work being done 
before late winter or early spring next 
year. 
Concerning the fear of increased 
flooding, McNeeley said there will be 
flooding whether or not the river is 
cleaned out. 
"THERE'S ALWAYS been flooding, 
and there's nothing we can do about it. 
We're in the middle of the flatlands, and 
the water needs somplace to go," he 
said. 
County commissioner John Ault said 
the STOP drive to present the county 
with high damage claims Is only going 
to Increase the cost landowners near 
the river eventually will have to pay for 
the work. 
Ault said while STOP Is concerned 
with fish and wildlife, county officials 
have a responsibility to protect Wood 
County's number one business- 
farming. 
"Without proper drainage, we cant 
farm, and without farming, we wont 
get any taxes," Ault said. 
Roe, a landowner and retired farmer, 
said, "Kids get their education through 
taxes, and fish don't pay taxes.Han 
« * 
national nnliimniat. 
a driver's dream fantasy: the all-service station 
d 
WASHINGTON-Man and woman 
cannot live by bread alone. All of us 
need fantasies to keep us going, par- 
ticularly when we're trying to fall 
asleep. Some people have difficulty 
coming up with a good fantasy, so as a 
public service I shall provide one which 
has worked for me for the past two 
weeks. You are all welcome to steal it. 
I am driving along a highway and I 
notice that my gas tank is getting close 
to the "Empty'' mark. Up ahead I see a 
gas station with 16 pumps. It is all lit up 
in beautiful colors. There is a large sign 
which says: "Unleaded Gasoline 27 
Cents a Gallon- With Free Car Wash." 
I PULL into the vacant station. A 
man in a spic and span blue uniform 
Art 
Buchwald 
with starched hat rushes out from his 
office and says, "Welcome, sir. I was 
afraid I wouldn't have a customer this 
evening. How may I serve you?" 
"I would like a full tank of unleaded 
gasoline, please." 
"Yes, sir," he salutes me smartly. 
"We have the best that money can buy. 
Would you like a cup of coffee while I'm 
filling you up? It's on the house." 
"That's very kind of you," I say. 
"Black with two lumps of sugar." 
The attendant gives me a steaming 
cup of coffee and puts the nozzle into 
my tank 
"WOULD YOU care to use the 
restroom? We have shaving equipment, 
hair lotion, combs and cologne if you'd 
like to freshen up." 
"Thank you very much. I might just 
do that." 
"In the meantime," the attendant 
says, "I'll check your oil, your battery 
and fill your tires with the correct 
pressure of air. Is there anything else 
you would like me to do?" 
"I wouldn't be mad if you checked the 
oil filter," I say. 
"I would be delighted, sir." 
I GO INTO the washroom and clean 
up and then return to my car. 
The attendant, with a big smile on his 
face, says, "I took the liberty, sir, of 
putting your automobile through the 
car wash so you wouldn't have to wait." 
"That's very decent of you," I say. 
"I also vacuumed the inside of your 
car and washed your floor mats for 
you." 
"Why thank you. my good man. Here 
is a dollar bill for your kindness." 
"I'M SORRY, sir, but we are not 
permitted to take tips. We get our 
satisfaction    from    making    our 
customers happy. Will this be cash or a 
charge?' 
"Cash. But I only have a $20 bill." 
"That's no problem, sir. I'll be glad to 
make change. Since you have pur- 
chased 10 gallons of gasoline, you have 
the choice of a complete set of dishes or 
a copper frying pan or a new set of golf 
clubs." 
i think I'll take the golf clubs." 
"Very good, I'll put them in the trunk. 
We also have a fire engine for your 
child,  or  would you prefer a  com- 
puterized football game?" 
"THE FIRE ENGINE will do ." 
"Here it is. And here are your green 
stamps. You get a bonus of 30 pur- 
chasing unleaded gasoline.' 
"I must say you have a very smooth 
operation here." 
"Our Job is to sell gas, and if we can 
induce you to come back, then we feel 
all the trouble we've gone to will not 
have been in vain. We're in a com- 
petitive business, and since people can 
buy unleaded gasoline anywhere, we 
have to make them believe that we're 
the best." 
We shake hands and I start off on the 
highway. A few miles down the road I 
pass another gas station with a large 
sign: "Free Massage with Purchase of 
One Quart of Oil." 
By this time I am blissfully asleep. 
(c) 1979, Los Angeles Times Syn- 
dicate. 
opinion, 
read before you sign 
During sophomore year at college, many students are struck with an 
overwhelming urge to move off-campus into their own house or apart- 
ment. Off-campus living gives them a greater measure of independence 
from the University and also helps imbue a sense of responsibility and 
maturity. 
But the new-found freedom can turn into a nightmarish fiasco if 
students fall to find out their rights as tenants and make sound choices 
based on their findings. 
Before signing, make sure you read the fine print of your lease. Are 
utilities paid? What do down payments and security deposits cover? Will 
the rent remain the same throughout the year? Can you sublease in 
summer? Can you be evicted for late rent payments? Are repairs per- 
formed promptly? 
Every student renter should know the answers to these question before 
signing a lease. This will help prevent unscrupulous landlords from 
taking advantage of unsuspecting tenants. 
Before you rent, take the necessary precautions. The best bet is to talk 
to friends who have rented before from local landlords. 
In addition, the Housing Office will furnish any student with copies of 
leases and with rate information. 
The Student Consumer Union on campus will answer question of 
potential student renters and also will provide them a copy of "Com- 
suming Sense," a comprehensive guide to moving off-campus, on 
request. The booklet includes a simplified version of the Ohio Landlord- 
Tenant Bill, which outlines the rights and responsibilities of both lan- 
dlords and tenants. It also tells you where to voice complaints, how to 
rent, pitfalls to beware of and other helpful tips which will aid the 
potential leasee in making a pragmatic choice. 
Remember, forewarned is forearmed. And ignorance of the law is no 
excuse. Know your rights as a tenant and apartment living can be as 
pleasurable as you had dreamed it would be. 
respond, 
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as 
opinions on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and 
guest columns. 
All correspondence should by typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those 
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone 
number for verification will be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns 
are not to be more than 60 typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that 
are deemed in bad taste, malicious or libelous. 
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
lettera 
guest column. 
feds'feeble efforts to protect the citizens 
I applaud the BG News for its com- 
mentary on the wearing of motorcycle 
helmets (May 9, 1979). The BG News 
has the insight and down-to-earth 
reason to realise that many people do 
not have enough common sense to 
protect themselves, and so the 
government should indeed provide this 
lost attribute. 
While th>> ""'"'cement of motorcycle 
helmeti i; wise Jie lawmakers should 
follow their txiilosophy and outlaw 
motorcy lc« . '.ogether. The reason is 
obvious £.s ihc if: News points out, "a 
motorcycle is less stable than a car and 
more susceptible to careless drivers, 
sharp    turns,   loose    gravel   and 
Michael 
Poock 
potholes " Think a moment; all the 
lives that could be saved by the gover- 
nment enforcing a simple law that 
would prohibit motorcycles; for those 
who ride motorcycles lack the common 
sense to drive the safer car. 
THE ELIMINATION OF motor- 
cycles, however, is not the only way the 
government can help the people. 
Along the thought of saving people 
from their blatant excesses, how many 
people are murdered each night 
because they went out in the dark of 
night? These people obviously lack 
common sense, for anyone who goes 
anywhere at night on foot is just asking 
for trouble. For a relevant example of 
this, how many women were raped last 
year as a result of venturing out alone 
at night. Because of this, the govern- 
ment should assume the responsibility 
of protecting its citizens from their own 
excesses by enacting a law that would 
prohibit people from leaving their 
homes after dark. 
This poses a problem, however, for 
Mavau i-*- 
• i •■ 
-nteAtfTte^Sfcuiraea'S 
etitio TRU Houses OUT 
6P KfcK MN6 m> bU>&>. 
« ■_»'.! <> 
A feBEAT feOfcSte CAM. 
IT'S INCREDIBLE H&W tVfeRV WIEttND THE CAMPUS IS UTTEReD 
\NtTM TOUS OF K£R CANS, fcRDkfcW 61ASS ANt> PAPER - BUT 
tvfeW MONDAY   IT'S BfcAOTlFUL AfrAlW. 
how are the people who work late to get 
home? The answer Is the Issuance of 
identification cards, and when a person 
is out past dark, and they do not have 
their ID cards, they should be 
■ ixrtd for the mere purpose of 
protrcting them from    their  lack of 
A question arises here, too. While the 
government should protect the people 
from their own excesses with respect to 
acts that can fatally harm them, should 
it not also protect its loyal citizenry 
from its lack of common sense with 
respect to acts that will cause them 
pain, while not killing them? For 
example, the person who severely 
burns their hand by touching a hot cast 
iron skillet, not realizing the handle was 
hot. Or the person who cuts off a finger 
by lack of common sense when using 
the cu-cular,s8w in,the basement. Tjhis 
BeJf-abuse:«w.ej^y'l*ti«a*ioMfti by 
the government's keeping!.* wafchful 
eye on the citizenry. 
A FURTHER question arises, 
however: how does the government 
keep track of the people so as to prevent 
them from harming themselves? This 
could easily be solved by the in- 
stallation of remote cameras in all 
rooms of all dwellings. The govenment 
can further protect its citizens from its 
lack of common sense by installation of 
the cameras on the outside of all 
buildings, so as to keep track of all 
citizens all the time. 
By enacting such laws, the thoughtful 
government can best protect the 
populace from itself. Unfnrtunatel". 
this concerned government could ». ot. 
for some naively brilliant person would 
revive the concept of person al rights. 
Michael Poock is a student at the 
University. 
litzler cartoon 
distrubing 
My attention was called to a cartoon 
in a recent BG News (May 9, 1979) 
which had a caption that read "But 
nobody in Bowling Green knew what 
nuclear power was a month ago." It 
pictured a protester trying to convince 
an uninformed friend to join the protest 
of nuclear power. The connotations of 
this cartoon disturbed me, for I, for one, 
have been concerened about alternate 
sources of power for a number of years. 
Until recently I did not know that there 
were such a great number of others 
concerned. 
I have seriously questioned the 
building of nuclear power plants from 
the beginning. When the Davis-Besse 
plant was built, the first stages of the 
plans called for untold amounts of hot 
water to be dumped into Lake Erie. The 
lake already suffers from an 
overabundance of algae, and the ad- 
dition of the plant's cooling water would 
have made the problem worse by 
raising the temperature of the lake. 
Fortunately a cooling tower was built, 
but not without the support of con- 
cerned area residents and en- 
viornmentalists. 
I must admit that I had no objection 
to nuclear power at the beginning 
stages of the game. Recently new and 
ominous facts have been exposed 
though, and my opinion has altered 
greatly. The safety that was assured us 
seems to be dissolving. As is many 
times the case in scientific ad- 
vancement, the unforseen problems 
outweigh the advantages. 
I have spent more time concerned 
with clean sources of energy such as 
solar, wind, and geothermal power, for 
I believe that these sources can provide 
a marked supplement to our energy 
needs. It is a real crime that more 
allocations have not been made for 
solar and wind research. Lately there 
have been great refinements in these 
areas, but researchers have been 
stifled by lack of funds. The ad- 
vancements that have been made are 
quite appreciable considering the 
amount of attention given to these 
areas. 
I believe that if we were to spend the 
money that goes into nuclear power on 
perfecting solar, wind, tide, and 
geothermal power sources, the ad- 
vancement of these energy sources 
would arrive at a level which would 
provide a substantial supplement to our 
present energy needs. 
James DeLanutre 
nSConklln 
girls stampede 
at sign-up 
I am a Resident Advisor In Founders 
Quad and am writing on behalf of some 
of the residents on my floor. This 
morning was the first day to sign up for 
housing   preferences   for    rising 
sophomores. Last night some of my 
residents asked me about the 
procedures to sign up for another dorm 
for next year. I told them that sign-ups 
were today and that they would be 
standing in line this morning in order to 
obtain a preference sheet. 
Many of the girls decided that they 
would go to the Union early this mor- 
ning (1:30 a.m.) in order to be one of the 
first people in line to sign-up for 
housing. Everything was fine until 
about 6 a.m. when the numbers of 
students increased. According to my 
girls, these "late-arrivers" started 
walking over those who had waited all 
night. When the Union opened, the trip 
up to the Grand Ballroom turned out to 
be a shoving and pushing match in 
which only the fittest survived. It was 
like a madhouse. No one had any 
consideration for anyone but him or 
herself. One of the wooden doors into 
the Grand Ballroom was even broken. 
I realize that everyone has 
preferences for living quarters for next 
but there is not reason for the pushing 
and shoving matches that occured this 
morning. One of my residents told me 
that a girl was pushed down and people 
walked right over her instead of trying 
to help her. It sounds as if a bunch of 
»:id of animals were let loose in the 
UiJon this morning instead of mature 
adults. 
There must be another was to sign-up 
without violence. We are old enough 
now to realize that we are not in first 
grade trying to be the first kid in line for 
lunch. Have a little more respect for 
those who waited their turn. 
Liz Sheets 
ZMTreadway 
environmental 
interest group 
Most people would agree that energy 
and environmental problems will be the 
most important political and social 
forces in the next decade. As issues of 
energy and the environment become 
more important in the day to day lives 
of each of us, it is equally important 
that we learn to think about these 
subjects with an appropriate 
background. 
There is a group on campus whose 
goal is to become better informed on 
energy and the environment, and I 
would like to take this opportunity to 
encourage more people to get involved 
with the group. We are called the 
Environmental Interest Group, and up 
to this point we have not been a very 
visable group on campus. Simply 
stated, our continuing goal is to help 
educate the students and the com- 
munity on a wide range of en- 
vironmental concerns. We will attempt 
to do this through newpaper articles, 
guest speakers, films, surveys and 
studies, informational brochures, and 
by sponsoring field trips. 
In addition to this long range goal of 
education and awareness, we are also 
involved in activities of a less far- 
reaching scope. For example, recently 
a group of EIG members went on a 
camping trip to the Ottawa National 
Wildlife Refuge. It turned out to be a 
very worthwhile and informative trip, 
and other similar types of weekend 
trips are being organized. The petition 
drive of the "bottle bill' legislation is 
another examole of a short range ac- 
tivity that the !•:I' '•'•«'..    '■■ •«« 
To say that the EIG is a solid group 
right now would be untrue, hence this 
letter. Our main stumbling block is the 
lack of participation by both students 
and faculty. We know that there are 
quite a few students whe are looking for 
a chance to get involved in important 
issues, and we encourage them to come 
to our next meeting to see what the 
Environmental Interest Group is all 
about. We also welcome interested 
faculty members who could lend us 
their expertise. The next meeting of 
EIG is tonight at 7:30 in the Environ- 
mental Studies reading room in Hayes 
Hall. 
David Van Gilder 
EIG Chairman 
325 N. Main 
TheB'G5Tewr._ 
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Correction 
Winners in the Second Annual Central Ohio Jazz 
Festival were Incorrectly indentif led In yesterday's News. 
Michael W. Ferenci won the top award (or trombone 
soloist and William B. Hones for bass solo. Also, John S. 
Palen received an honoarable mention for his per- 
formance on alto saxophone. 
Services for French Student 
Sendees for Brigitte Poirier, French student visiting the 
University who was lolled last weekend in an automobile 
accident, will be at 7:30 p.m. today at St. Thomas More 
University Parish, 425 Thurstin Ave. Friends are welcome. 
UAO raft trip 
The Union Activities Organization is sponsoring a white 
water raft trip Monday, June 11, to the New River in West 
Virginia. Depending on the number of reservations made, the 
fee for the trip will be about $30. Transportation costs will be 
extra. For information or to make reservations, call Nancy 
at 354-1878 by May 23. 
'Mame' 
"Mame," the musical comedy by Jerome Lawrence and 
Robert E. Lee, will open tonight and run through Saturday at 
t p.m. in the Main Auditorium University Hall. Tickets are 
$3.50 for adults, $2.50 for senior citizens, high school students 
and children and $1.50 for University students with a student 
identification card. Reservations can be made by calling the 
Theater Box Office at 372-2719, or tickets can be purchased at 
the door the night of the show beginning at 7 p.m. 
Business workshop 
Deadline to register is Friday for the all-day workshop, 
"Cjajt^ig Effective Business Messages," beginning at 
a.rflPrednesday, May 23, in the Capital Room, University 
Union. Dr. Charles Hamed, professor of business education, 
win conduct the sessions, which are designed for office 
personnel, managers, supervisors and executive secretaries. 
Topics to be discussed include non-verbal communication, 
business communications networks and written com- 
munications. 
Cost of the workshop is $35, which includes all materials 
and lunch. A discount of $5 a person will be offered to offices 
having more than one employee in attendance. For in- 
formation or to make reservations call the Office of Con- 
tinuing Education at 372-4181. 
MDA donation drive 
Omega Psi Phi fraternity wll be collecting donations in 
front of the University Union through Saturday to benefit 
the Muscular Dystrophy Asociation. 
Disco canceled 
The International Disco sponsored by the World Student 
AMoeMtaMebMMedfor 9p.m. tomorrow at Alpine Village, 
117 N. Main St., has been canceled. 
Asbestos hazards 
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City school officials await EPA standards 
by Pat Mllllaor 
City school officials are awaiting 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
information which will help identify and 
eliminate asbestos hazards in school 
buildings. 
Ernest P. Sposato, city school business 
manager, said officials are aware of the 
possibility of asbestos hazards In city schools 
and will take action to eliminate them, if 
necessary. 
"If there are any state of federal mandated 
standards that we will have to follow we will 
spend the money to make the changes," 
Sposato said. 
Mailing asbestos-related information to 
Midwest school officials is part of a com- 
prehensive assistance program launched by 
the EPA's Midwest office to deal with 
possible health hazards caused by 
deteriorating and damaged asbestos- sprayed 
surfaces In Midwest schools. 
VINCENT WALKER, Midwest asbestos 
coordinator for Ohio, said the information 
was to be sent to schools in early April, but 
printing problems have delayed the mailing 
process. 
Asbestos, a flame and iieat resistant 
mineral, was widely used to fireproof and 
soundproof ceilings, walls and other parts of 
buildings until the discovery that exposure to 
asbestos in the air can lead to serious health 
problems and lung cancer. 
Asbestos hazards in Midwest schools are 
real but not widespread, Dr. Lyman Condie, a 
pharmacologist-toxicologist with EPA's 
Midwest office, said. 
"Although more than 20 percent of Midwest 
schools probably contain asbestos-sprayed 
material, the percentage of children that may 
actually be exposed to an asbestos hazard is 
relatively low-1 to 5 percent," he said. 
CONDIE EMPHASIZED that asbestos is 
dangerous only when asbestos-sprayed 
material is damaged and fibers are released 
into the air. 
"Once the fibers get into the lungs through 
the nose or mouth, they stay there for life," 
Condie said. 
"Asbestos fibers are hard to detect inside 
the body, and they're virtually in- 
destructable." 
According to Sposato, there are not many 
sprayed asbestos surfaces in city schools. 
"WE DO, HOWEVER, have a lot of 
acoustical ceiling work," Sposato said, 
referring to ceilings soundproofed by sealed- 
asbestos material. 
The EPA banned the use of asbestos sprays 
for fireproofing and insulation In 1973, and in 
1978  outlawed  asbestos  sprays  used  for 
decorative purposes. 
The   EPA   toll-free   number   for   more 
asbestos information in Ohio Is (800) 821-3191. 
Toll free calls also may be made to the EPA in 
Washington, D.C., (800) 424-9065. 
Students receive wage hike 
by Betsy Sawyer 
Students employed at the University will 
be receiving a 35 cent an hour wage in- 
crease beginning June 25, bringing the 
campus minimum wage up to $2.65 an 
hour. 
Ellen Kayser, assistant director of 
financial aid and student employment, 
said the new minimum of $2.65 an hour was 
proposed because that was what federal 
minimum wage was last year. 
"The University simply couldn't go on 
paying $2.30 (per hour)," she said. 
Money to pay campus employees comes 
from the federal government, and Kayser 
said more funds now are avilable because 
Middle Income Student Assistance (MISA) 
act was passed late last year. 
MBA PROVIDES money for the 
University Work-Study Program, and 
Kayser said the wage increase for students 
would be covered by the new allotment of 
federal funds. 
Because Bowling Green is a state 
university, minimum wage for employees 
is determined by the state minimum wage, 
which also will rise to $2.65 in June. 
Although many off-campus jobs pay 
federal minimum wage ($2.90), Kayser 
said campus employees are exempt from 
paying social security tax and state 
retirement. 
Students continue to work for the 
University, Kayser said, "because the 
University has a lot to offer in student 
employment." 
THERE ARE a variety of Jobs, and 
hours can be flexible, she said. 
Often, jobs can be worked around the 
student's schedule, and campus jobs are 
an excellent place to obtain work 
references and gain practical experience. 
Kayser said working at the University 
gives students the opportunity to explore 
many careers. 
ATTENTION: 
UNDECIDED STUDENTS 
Is time running short concerning choosing your 
college major? 
If so and tension to do something is building 
up, we believe we may be able to help you. 
The Career Education Library has tapes on most 
majors offered at BGSU and the COIN 
Occupational-Educational Search Program The 
are counselors who are available to talk with you 
and the UD 131 Career Planning & Decision 
Making Course to take for 2 hrs credit Summer o> 
Fall quarters. 
We are open Monday thru Friday 8-5. 
COUNSELING & CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
320 Student Services Bldg. 372-2081 
RESIDENT STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION 
Congratulates Its New Officers for 79-80 
PRESIDENT 
VICE PRESIDENT 
PUBLICITY COORDINATOR 
TREASURER 
DOUG THOMAS 
MARIBETH GRIFFIN 
LAURIE HUFFMAN 
LAURIE COOPER 
Thanks To The Old. Exec. Board 
For a Job Well Done! 
CORY OPTICAL NOW OPEN 
Soft Lenses are like wearing nothing at all! 
Most patients walk in wearing glasses or 
hard lenses, walk out the same day 
with soft lenses! 
• It Only 
- Graduation Special - 
*5 off fitting fee, Offer Good Through June 
CORY OPTICAL 
190 S. Main, Suite H, upstairs in the Mini Mall, 
Downtown B.G. 
Call or stop in for an appointment 
354-1044 
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Roommate option draws 
mixed RA reactions 
photo   by   Steve   Hanson-News Services 
Barb Taylor, freshman speech pathology major, found 
the sidewalk comfortable while doing a sketch of 
University Hall. 
Studying abroad increases cultural outlook 
The 15th annual Inter- 
national Week may spur 
University students to 
further their cultural 
outlooks, and one op- 
portunity to do so is by 
studying abroad, according 
to Dr. Edward L. Shuck, 
director of international 
programs. 
Shuck said he can make 
arrangements for a student 
to study any subject in 
practically any country, but 
planned study abroad 
programs are available to 
France, Germany, 
Netherlands, Japan, Korea 
and Taiwan. 
A   student   who   studies 
abroad has the option of 
living with a family native to 
that country, renting a place 
of residence or living in a 
university dormitory. 
Opportunities include 
studying in the language of 
the country or studying in 
English. 
"IT'S   SO   tremendously 
important for a student at 
the college age to study 
abroad and learn about other 
cultures because students 
should see other cultures' 
points-of-view on issues," he 
said. 
The average requirements 
for studying in a foreign 
country is junior standing 
and a high grade point 
average. Both factors vary 
with the country. 
Shuck said that in the 14 
years he has offered study 
abroad opportunities, he has 
helped less than 40 students 
study abroad. 
"OUR GREAT weakness 
is finding American students 
who would like to go over- 
seas (to study)," she said. 
"It's very difficult to identify 
these students." 
Shuck said the major 
reason students fail to' use 
the study abroad offerings is 
the varying high costs of 
living and tuition in foreign 
countries, although it is 
possible to negotiate prices 
with the universities. 
He recommended that any 
student wanting to study 
abroad  see  him 
directly   to   the   foreign 
university. 
by Carol Qeeeey 
Resident advisee (RAs) for next year will 
have the option of choosing a roommate, 
according to Fayetta M. Paulsen, assistant 
vice provost for residence life. 
"It's been an idea that's been around for a 
long time," she said. 
Other universities have such options, but 
most do not. 
The reason for the decision is the lack of 
housing space. Paulsen said more students 
than usual are returning to live on campus 
next year, and about 100 more freshmen have 
been accepted this year than last year. 
THE UNIVERSITY will make more money 
if more students can live on campus, Paulsen 
said, but that is not the only reason for the 
decision. 
Paulsen said RAs will not be forced to have 
roommates next year. 
Residence life held two workshops for RAs 
who want roommates, but Paulsen said there 
was not an exceptional turnout. She added 
that other RAs still could sign up to have 
them. 
PAULSEN SAD) a RA with a roommate 
could get more money. A returning RA's pay 
is equal to the cost of a single room and 
meals. If a RA has a roommate, he only is 
charged for a double room and can keep the 
difference in earnings. 
i/owell A. Williams, sophomore, is a RA In 
Harshman-Bromfield. He said the policy is 
not fair to residents, RAs or roommates 
because of time conflicts. 
Williams said RAs often do counseling that 
must be confidential and can be needed at all 
hours. Williams said he believes a roommate 
will be like an unpaid RA because when the 
RA is not there, the roommate will hear the 
problems. 
"I CANT REALLY think of anything 
positive except to make the RA seem like 
another student to first quarter freshmen. 
After a few weeks, he does anyway," 
Williams said. 
He said a RA needs the privacy of a single 
room, adding, "if RAs decide to have 
roommates, they should choose them with 
great care." 
 David C. Bickel, a junior who will be an RA 
"iMfj&ffil&B expressed reserva(joiuj absut,, 
the plan, saying, "when I first heard it, I 
wanted to make sure it was just an option.'' 
BICKEL SAID a roommate is not supposed 
to take any of the RA's responsibilities and 
would have to abide by every rule. 
"I think it puts a lot of presure on the 
roommate because he can't take respon- 
sibility, but he has to put up with a lot of 
hassles," Bickel said. 
He said one of the things be liked about Hie 
job was having his own room. He said he 
won't have much privacy, but he wants to be 
able to shut his door to get work done. 
"You'd   really   have   to   And   an   un- 
derstanding person," Bickel added. 
LAURA A. SCOTT, sophomore, said, "I 
first thought that it seemed nice from the 
standpoint that you wouldn't have to be 
alone." 
However, she said problems with students 
and phone calls In the middle of the night 
would put pressure on the roommate. She said 
RAs have enough responsibilities without the 
added stress of any roommate problems. 
Carol S. Keltman, freshman, said if a 
student came in with a problem, either the 
roommate would have to leave, or the RA 
would have to find another place to counsel 
students. 
CARRIE 8. COLLIER, a Junior and 
returning RA, said it would be difficult for the 
roommate not to take on responsibilities when 
he will be involved in a lot of activities with 
his RA roommate. 
Patricia A. Zelinskas, a sophomore, said, 
"at first, I wasn't too enthused about it. It 
would take a lot of communication.'' 
She said the roommate would have to know 
the RA's priorities. 
Zelinskas said the "RA roommate syn- 
drome" could develop into a situation where 
the roommate might make decisions for the 
RA that would cause conflicts on the floor. 
"OVERALL, I THINK there are more 
advantages than disadvantages," she said. 
She said RAs get lonely sometimes, but she 
would feel awkward going to someone on the 
floor when she is supposed to be the RA. 
Zelinskas thinks it is important for the RA 
and roommate to know each other very well. 
She said she is in a different situation because 
TJEsSrp&e might Jive withis In theRAfool 
iaifeJhfcs gone threegh BA training sofehe 
knows what it will be like. 
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1979 
MAY 17-20 
LOOK FOR THE TENT BETWEEN 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
AND KREISCHER 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE IN THE 
TENT 
Sponsored by 
STUDENT ACTIVITES 
COMMUTER CENTER 
RESIDENCE LIFE. R9A, SGA. 
UAO 
Thursday. May 17  
6:00 PM- 8:00 PM-New Games by 
Ben McGuire and his staff-NEAR 
TENT 
8:30 PM-10:00 PM-Tom Ogden. 
comic maglcian-TENT 
8:00 PM-11:00 PM-UAO Cof- 
feehouse-STUDENT SERVICES 
FORUM 
10:30 PM An Evening 
Wasted with Tom Lehrer and Allan 
Sherman, a comedy about the sex 
revolutlon- 
SIDE DOOK-Sl admission 
11:00 PM- 1:00 AM-liisomiiiac 
Hours, Live-WBGU-STUDENT 
SERVICES FORUM 
Friday. May 18———— 
12:30 PM- 1:30 PM-O. J.Ander- 
son, mimist-workshop-400 UNIV. 
HALL 
2:00 PM- 4:00 PM-New Games by 
Ben McGuire and his staff-NEAR 
TENT 
2:30 PM- 5:30 PM-UAO Happy 
Hours-TENT 
8:00 PM- 9:00 PM-Polka Lessons- 
TENT 
8:00 PM- 9:00 PM-O. J. Anderson, 
performance-STUDENT SER- 
VICES FORUM 
9:00 PM-1:00 M-Polka Dance w/ 
Bob Zielinskl Polka Band-TENT 
9:00 PM-11:00 PM-UAO Cof- 
feehouse-STUDENT SERVICES 
FORUM 
10:30 PM An Evening 
Wasted with Tom Lehrer and Allan 
Sherman, a comedy about the sex 
revolution- 
SIDE DOOR-SI admission 
ABORTIONS 
Starring Wore 
•125 
1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated1 by 
Licensed Gynecofogtar 
c LOIITO OU«A«IA 
PINIST eaCltlTllt AND 
MOO* IN T* t MNIQUBJ 
CALL TOLL FKEE 
$00-962-1205 
American 
Cancer , 
Society I 
We want       '• 
lo cure cancer 
in vour lifetime. 
-Support our advertisers— 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
FOR Special Olympics 
on June 2nd. 
Meeting and Sign-up for all interested 
TONIGHT 8:30 
115 Education 
************************** 
Is Army ROTC 
for you? 
Try ov 
Summer Leadership Adventure 
Call 372-2477 
Saturday, Mary 19-——- 
12:00 PM- 4:00 PM-UAO Crafts 
Falr-TENT 
12:00 PM- 3:00 PM-Clown make- 
up far chlldren-TENT 
1:00 PM- 5:00 PM-Free cart rides 
by two mules-TENT 
2:00 PM- 3:00 PM-Ronald 
McDonald Show-TENT 
3:00 PM- 7:00 PM-Local talent- 
bluegrass/country-TENT 
2:00 PM- 4:00 PM-Relay races- 
NEAR TENT 
3:30 PM- 5:00 PM-Auctlon with 
Gene Adler-STUDENT SERVICES 
FORUM 
8:30 PM-11:30 PM 4-H Club 
Square Dance-STUDENT 
SERVICES FORUM 
7:30-9:30 -Valley 
Bluegrass-TENT 
10:00 PM-1:00 AM-Hot Mud 
Famlly-TENT 
Sunday, May 20 
Bowling Green State University 
Day at Cedar Point 
Tickets for $7.25 ($2 savings) 
available at STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES 
OFFICE -405 Student Services and 
UAO-Union (Good through June 
30) 
RELATED EVENTS- 
Old Fashion Bargain Days- 
Sidewalk Sale-BOWLING GREEN 
DOWNTOWN 
Mayl7-Mayl9 
Latino Folk Festival-May 20- 
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM 
3:30 PM-9:30 PM 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE WILL BE 
SERVED AT ALL EVENTS. 
FOR YOU! 
Summer Rates 
NOW 
REDUCED 
TO $350 FOR ENTIRE SUMMER 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
COMPANY 
835 High St. 
Phone 352-9378 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
Indoor Heated Pool 
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Interim UAO director of programming 
For Misuraca, the future is a question mark 
by Paul 0' Oonnall 
When next year's University employee contracts are issued later this month, 
Tom Misuraca said he is not sure whether his name will appear on the contract 
for director of programming for the Union Activities Organization (UAO). 
Misuraca, interim director of programming for UAO since the March 
resignation of Jim Stofan, said he knows of no one in a better position to assume 
the directorship duties than himself, but was quick to add "there very well may 
be." 
"I see it (my future) as being very wide open. I am looking forward to the 
opportunity of taking over the organization for a full year Instead of steppingin 
In the middle," he said. 
"When the University contracts come out, I'll be able to tell you better," 
Misuraca said. "I'm Just trying to make this organization run for the rest of the 
year." 
THE AVON LAKE native said every organization experiences a certain 
amount of Internal turmoil whenever a person quits in the middle of the year, 
3taffpho'o byTim Westhoven 
Tom Misuraca 
and UAO was no exception. 
"There's never a smooth transition," he said. "You hate to see someone leave 
that you've grown accustomed to working with. But you also see It as a chance 
for you to advance." 
Misuraca said that even when the person's successor comes from within the 
organization's own ranks, there Is always a "feeling-out period." The "feeling- 
out period" is over with himself and UAO, he added. 
"I think we're operating now as I like the organization to operate," he said. 
HIRED IN AUGUST directly after his graduate work in college student 
personnel at Ohio University, Misuraca said his original duties as program 
adviser were well-defined. 
He said he was to work with Stofan and Dan Cormany, a graduate assistant 
working with UAO, in directing and coordinating the organization's IS com- 
mittees. 
"Basically it was Jim (Stofan) and I working together. He would take some 
committees, I would take other committees, and we would directly advise 
them," Misuraca said. "Dan Cormany also took charge of a couple com- 
mittees." 
MISURACA SAID he was in charge of the coffeehouse, public relations, 
publicity and technical support committees, and the Mardi Gras activities. 
After Stofan resigned, Misuraca said many pressures were thrown upon him. 
"There were a lot more pressures In terms of time commitments," he said. 
"Not only did Jim Stofan quit, but so did Dan (Cormany). So I'm doing Dan's, 
Jim's and my Job all at once." 
One of his responsibilities is to oversee all of the events programmed by UAO, 
however he admitted he does not attend every event. 
1
 'SOME OF THE ones that can stand on their own two feet go by themselves,'' 
he said. "Others, I like to check up on Just to make sure everything's going 
well." 
Misuraca is proud of his performance as interim directory but noted that it 
was not only he who has helped to ease the situation. 
"I'm proud of what I've done, but I'm even more proud of the way these 
students have reacted," he said. 
He said students involved in UAO are as responsible for the organization's 
success as he is, adding that he sees himself as a coordinator. 
"THAT'S MY role. This is students programming for students. I don't do the 
programming," he said. 
"You never totally fulfil the student's needs because its hard to gauge. 
"The easiest way to gauge it Is to have the students doing the programming. 
That's the key," he said. 
If given the director of programming Job, Misuraca said there would be 
several internal improvements in the organization which he would like to make. 
"THE WAY YOU would see them outside the organization would be in terms 
of increased quality of programming. Not necessarily quantity but quality. How 
the events come off: less mistakes, more professional in the eyes of the per- 
formers." 
He mentioned that he felt the quality and quantity of UAO programming has 
greatly expanded this year, 
Misuraca said he would like to see more closeness among the UAO members. 
"Internally, I want this organization to be a family," he said. "But I don't 
want them to be elitists." 
ALTHOUGH THE relationship among members is already close, Misuraca 
said he fell u>v could be closer. 
The DiRgi'.' improvement Misuraca envisions for next year is in UAO's 
relationship v. ith the University students and administration. 
"I wuuid like to foster a spirit of cooperation among the administration, 
students and UAO," Misuraca said. "That's when you have total progam- 
ming." 
"You've got to realize a student union is more than a building. Without the 
programs, all you have are meeting rooms," he said. 
MISURACA SAD) his future is in doubt if he does not get the directorship, but 
he does plan on staying with UAO. 
"This organization is one that's beneficial to the entire University. I would 
hate to see the University without it, or without it under the scope and broad- 
ness that it has now," he said. "I especially see it as being a benefit to student 
life on this campus." 
UAO and Misuraca have recently received much criticism from University 
students about the lack of concerts on campus, and the abrupt cutting off of 
guest speakers. 
"THERE'S THINGS you have to understand about concerts that I don't think 
the general public does," Misuraca said. "There are more expenses involved 
than just what the band costs." 
Concert expenses include everything from ticket printing, advertising, 
security, chair rental, staging, and production, he said. 
Anderson Arena, where most University concerts are held, holds only 5,644 
persons, he said, adding that 20 minutes away are 10,000 seats in Centennial 
Hall, Toledo, not to mention Belkin productions in Cleveland. 
"THE PROBLEM is not in the University, it is outside the University," he 
said. 
"If Belkin buys an act for Cleveland, they can guarantee them another date 
the following day in Toledo." 
Misuraca said that Belkin is in the concert business and has more buying 
power than UAO does. 
He explained that when he books a concert he tries to work on a three-quarter 
house break-even system. This means that UAO has to sell three-quarters of the 
total amount of tickets in order to break-even, he added. 
"I TAKE MY projected expenses, take three-quarters of 5,644, divide it into 
my expenses and that determines the aveage tickt price," Misuraca explained. 
He said the recent Charlie Daniels Band-Wet Willie concert is a good example 
of why the University does not have more concerts. 
Misuraca said the band put on an excellent performance, but only about 3,500 
persons attended, causing the concert to lose money. 
"Even if we get a band in here like Chicago, only 40 percent of the audience is 
comprised of University students," he said. "I need that Toledo audience." 
IF UAO SHOULD sell more than three-quarters of the tickets, then, ac- 
cording to Misuraca, this money is pure profit and is put back into UAO for 
future programming. 
Misuraca has received a lot of negative feedback from students about the 
lack of concerts, but he felt more students would see the problems involved in 
putting on a concert if he could talk to them as individuals. 
"If I were able «o sit down with small groups or individuals, then they can 
begin to sympathize with us," he said. "But how can you do that with 14,000 
students." 
He felt UAO was associated too heavily with concerts, adding that UAO is 
much more than the "high profile" programming. 
REGARDING HIS abrupt cutting off of guest speakers, Misuraca said he only 
was complying with the wishes of the speakers. 
"When I cut a speaker off, it's because the speaker requests it and it's in their 
contract. 
Their contract says they will speak for a certain amount of time, answer 
questions for a certain amount of time, after that they're going to stop. That's 
all there is to it," he said. 
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NOW OPEN 
Soft Lenses ere like 
wearing nothing at all! 
Most patients walk in 
wearing glasses or 
hard lenses, walk out 
the same day with soft lenses! 
-6fa<*u«tton Sp«c«l- 
'5 «TT fitting tea, Offer Good Through June 
Only *99 
CORY OPTICAL 
190 S. Main, Suite H, 
upstairs in the Mini Mall, 
Downtown B.G. 354-1044 
Call or stop in for an appointment 
xxMeeseeooeeeoeeet 
GET INVOLVED! 
applications are available for 
SGA BOARD 
CHAIRMEN 
in 405 Student Services 
Tuesday, May 15 thru 
Tuesday, May 22 
OLD-FASHIONED BARGAIN DAYS 
May 17-19 Thurs., Fit, Sat. 
Men's & Women's Frye Boots 
Save *20-$30 pair 
Men's & Women's Footwear 
Special Table Group 
$4.97 pair 
Other 
LEASE NOW 
For best selection 
forest apartments 
•53 Nopoleon Rood Revdent Manog»r 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403      Phone 352 7776 
MJJJ 
Furnished Apt. 
9 mo. lease $310 
including gas heat 
Resident Manager  Phone 352-2276 
MODEL OPEN 
5:30-6:30 DAILY 
PtndlctoH Realty frmft*«tf 
319 E.WOOSTER STREET 
PHONE 353-3641 
The Consumer Information Catalog 
For your free copy, write: 
Consumer Information Center, 
Dept D, Pueblo. Colorado 81009. 
Special Savings Throughout the Store 
Ijiki's bootery 
1616E. WoosterSt. 
HOURS:    MON.-SAT.    10-6 ,   FRI. 10-9 
WQCDPQDOPB 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
BOWLING GREENSTATL UNIVERSITY 
SURPLUS 
SATURDAV. MAY IfTH. 1*7* 
SALE WILL BEHELD 
10 A V INTHI 
PIKE STREET WAREHOUSE 
LOCATED BETWEEN COURT AND PtKE STREETS 
JUST WESTOF THE RAILROAOTRACK$ 
item* to be told maybe inspected between the hours of 11.00 A M. 
10 3 OOP M on Thursday and Friday. May   7<hand ltth, 1«7». 
FURNITURE 
Chairs, tolas, hassocks   benches, classroom tablet arm chairs. 
folding   tables      metal   storage   cabinet,   wood   bookcases,   and 
as sorted chairs 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
Calculators, adding machines, typewriters, dictating equipment, 
microfiche readers, copy   machines, cash regitter, decollating 
machine*. 
FOOD SIR VICE EQUIPMENT 
Large   miner,   coffee   urns,   refrigerators,   freezers, dlth   carts. 
stainless steal counter unit, l sink and cabinet unit, I kitchen unit 
stove refrigerator sink, ice machine 
RLRCTRICALITSMS 
Light fixtures, light globes, circuit boxes, lira alarm boxes. 
TV EQUIPMENT 
TV sets. TV camera and accessories, phonographs, speakers, TV 
stand 
SHOPTOOLS 
Sanding machine with table, drill press with upright stand, punch 
and shear machine. 
V1HICLIS 
7 ISM Plymouth Stallonwagons. 1 )•*? Ford Econotlne Cargo Van. 
1 IMS Ford "t Ton Pkkup. Mf*e Ford "i Ton Pickup. 1 1H2 
Chevrolet Corvair Cargo van, l lfs3 Chevrolet Corvalr Cargo 
van. 1 1M2 Pord Econollne Cargo Van. I l«el international Walk 
■n Van, l»71 Fard Van Cargo 
PIANOS 
REGULATION SIZE POOL TABLE 
BOOKS* MAGAZINES 
PARKING METERS 
HOSPITAL BEDS 
MICROSCOPES 
TANDEM BIKES 
v>ita S speed tandem bikes 
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
Hydraulic   "Statr Cst", Trash "Cobbler Units." van seats, in 
cinerator, air conditioners, hot water heater, washer, generator, 
phone booths,   risers, centrifuge unit, tires, lire extinguishers, 
sewing machine, metal shelving, drapertes. 
MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION. AD 
DiTlONAL ITEMS MAY BE ADDED TO SALE LIST BUT NOT 
PUBLICIZED. 
THE UNIVERSITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REMOVE 
ITEMS FROM THE SALE. 
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: There ere many good useable Items In 
this sal.   Some items need repair   "AH items are sold in at it 
condiiton without any warranty or guarantee except lltla " 
TERMS: Cath day of sale or Master Charge NO GOODS SHALL 
BE REMOVED UNTIL PAID FOR. 
REMOVAL OP ITEMS: All itemt shall be removed the day ol the 
vale unless prior arrangement hat been made 
AUCTIONEER 
Meerl Ma Id me »t 
3S14TS* 
MOT RESPONSIBLE POR ACCIOENTS OR LOST MER- 
CHANDISE 
IF YOU PUT 
YOUR LETTERS ON 
WE'LL PULL OUR 
COVER OFF 
• • • 
• • • 
Dixie Electric Co. 
An Entertainment Utility 
IT'S GREEK NIGHT AT THE DIXIE. 
It Happens Every Wednesday and What a Special 
Night it is. Lots of Drinking, Dancing, Mingling 
and Partying with Your Fellow Greeks. All at 
Reduced Prices. 
come plug yourself in! 
K) 
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MID AM MANOR 
3 Man Apts. 
2 Bdrm. Unfum. 
$300 for 
complete 
summer 
641 3rd St. 
No. 4  352-4380 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m.-lO p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
DISCOUNT PRICES AT 
ALL THREE THEATRES 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 
BARGIN MATINEES 
ALL 
ADULTS...   ' 
STABIVM 
Cinema 1*2 
LAU«ENTT1S- 
-HURHICANE- 
7:30 AND 
A Men oflusi. 
passion, desin 
l\M>\KiW\Rli' 
\1I\I\RWM 
ifl'RHHWSh: 
A ,Mi, 
A WINNER! 
~_veiy touching 
end ^ondetful. 
1* 
SALLY FIELD 
SUBS 
Whether you went an Italian, 
Roas' Beef. Hem, Meatball, 
Salami or vegetarian SuD we 
make your iUb to order, with 
your choice of Onions. Lettuce 
Italian Dressing. P<ti* or 
Horseradish Sauce. Ketsup.   ■ 
Mustard, or Mayonnaise at no 
extra charge 
Also American or Moiiarella 
Cheese*. Tomatoes available 
/*       "N    203 N. Ma«* 
PH. 352-5166 
Fre>e> De>l i ver y 
Final payment for the 
SKI CLUB 
m CANOE TRIP* 
*$sg/ DUE MAY 16 
MEETING 7:30 
111 B.A. 
ir Rides will be assigned 
DUTIES OF A TRAINED 
PARALEGAL 
□ TRIAL ASSISTANT 
D LEGAL INVESTIGATOR 
D INTERVIEW WITNESSES 
D REAL ESTATE 
D LEGAL RESEARCH 
□ INSURANCE ADJUSTOR 
Now accepting applications tor 
DAY CLASSES 
EVENING CLASSES 
696-5110 
Ohio Paralegal Institute 
1001 Euclid Ave. Cleveland. OH 44115 
Ohio Reg. No. 71-09-0093-T 
1CLA-ZEL 
A 
OAmiKO 
KMNCI 
FANTASY' 
1 30 AND 
•:!•»■ 
A space 
adventure 
lor all time. 
tKM 
From a vast and 
distant galaxy . 
CMSH 
HOW DO YOU SPELL 
SUMMER WORK 
RELIEF? 
M-0-H-E-Y!!! 
Looking for hardworking, 
independent college students 
who like to travel. 
SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
HELD ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY, 
MAY 14 & 15 AT 2:30 OR 6:30 IN 
MEETING ROOM 61 
AT 
FALCON PLAZA INN 
i 
r 
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BUFF APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
All utilities Paid Except Electric. 
Air conditioned Laundromat and Bike Shed. 
Call 352-2915 or stop by the office Apt. F-3 
The Best Deal i 
Roy Rogers % 
DRIVE THRU 
300 E. Wooster, B.G.O. 
2741 Woodville Rd., Toledo 
Opan 
°t -J^T* '^■'■JSjaW ~y^ 
SAVE 40* 
MAY 16 
campus calendar 
Wednesday, May H 
Club Pool Swim, 9 30 11 30a m. 
Student RK Center. Open to all students eligible to use tht center. 
Cooper Pool Swim, ll.30i.rn   110pm 
Student Rec Center. 
Windsurfing workshop. 11:30a.m. 1:30 p.m. 
Lagoon, Student Rec Center. 
CluO Pool Swim. 1 30 4 30 p.m 
Student Rec Center. 
CCOC Program,l:Np.m. 
"Fact. Fiction and an Occupational Outlook for the 19«0's" will be 
discussed.  Sponsored by Counseling and Career Development 
Center. Prereg 1st ration requested. 
320 Student Services. 
Cooper Pool Swim. 4:30 10 p.m. 
Student Rec Center. 
"The Dating Game," 7p.m. 
Sponsored by UAO. 
The Side Door, Union. 
University Theater Production. I p.m. 
The musical "Minn" will be presented. Admission ti.W (or 
students, B.SOfor adults and Sl.SOfor all others. 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
Problems In Christian Living, 8 p.m. 
Discussion open to all. 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1114 E. Wooster 
Public Skating. I lOp.m 
Admission SI IS with BGSUID Skate rental SO cents. 
Ice Arena. 
MFA Reading, 1 lip m. 
Dr.  Barbara McMillan,  professor of  English  in the Creative 
Writing Program, will read from her works. 
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall. 
Sailing Club, 930p.m. 
124 Math Sciences. 
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classifieds 
LOST A FOUND 
Wednesday Roast Beef Special $1.591 
LOST. Long haired male dog. 
Resembles small yellow sheep 
dog. Answers to Chip. Family 
mourns his loss. REWARD. Call 
35? 0380  
LOST:Brn    rimmed  glasses   In 
blue. wht. & orange plaid case. 
372 4069. 
FOUND   folder   of  8x10  photos 
with negatives. Call 22251, ask for 
Mr.Seibolt. 
FOUND:tie tack In Mac Donald 
classroom. Call 352 7431. 
FOUND:l  pr.  women's glasses 
on Ridge SI. near R R tracks. 373 
422*. 
SERVICESOFFEREO 
Expert Typing. 
Reasonable Rates. 
352-7305.        _ 
Pregnant or might bet Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test A Info regardless of age, 
status. Toledo-2*I-9I3I. Fostorla- 
415-1775. Tlffin-447-8461. Fremont- 
1349079.  
Pregnancy Aid A Under- 
standing. EMPA. 352-2143 A 352- 
9393. 
PERSONALS 
Mark ft. Shaw, To the two best 
looking coaches In the Sigma Chi 
house. We had fun at the cocktail 
party. It was a great way to start 
Derby Week' Zeta love, Karol A 
Terrie. 
Alpha Slgs A Alpha Phi's get 
psyched this week, 'cause It's 
The Derby. Your coaches, Suds 
& Frone. 
Confronted with rising college 
costs? Good summer work can 
put you at the front of the lunch 
Itnet Work available May 
through September. Nationally 
known company holding In- 
terviews today at 2:30 A .30 In 
Falcon Plaia Motel meeting 
room no. 41. 
DG's Thanks tor the lovely 
flowers for Mother's Day. You're 
a special bunch of 'kids'. 
Congrats on your Bike Race wins 
& good luck during Derby Week! 
Love, Ann. 
JAKI thanks so much for un 
derstandlng. You'readotll Love, 
Roberta, Chief, Jean A 
BamBam. 
Alpha Phi's were 1st In the Beta. 
Alpha Phi's will be 1st In the 
Derby, A Alpha Phi's are 
number one in their coaches 
eyes. Love, Suds A Frone. 
Hey DZ SISTERS That Famous 
Week is here A DERBY 
CHASING DAY is drawing near 
so wind up your Windmills A 
mow the grass in front of U. Hall 
this Friday at noon I (Hey Sig's 
at Lot 28 Brim St .Love that 
country air ! ) 'Buwanda.' 
Who lives at lot 28, Brim St? Only 
the Sigma Chl's A DZ's know for 
sure. A long way for a little 
Derby. 
The 7 DZ Musketeers: Riding A 
searching what a way to start 
Derby Week. Your sisters say 
thanks for a great iobl 
Phi Mu's: The cook out tea with 
you was a great time for all of us. 
We can't wait 'til the next time 
we  party  together  again)   The 
Alpha Sigs.  
BEERBLAST Thursday night 
Bpm at the Hydraulic Room. 
Sponsored by Sigma Chi.  
CHI O FORMAL was more 
complete with 2 candle passings 
that can't be beat. 
Congratulations to CINDY 
AKINS on your Chi Omega Pi 
Kappa Alpha pinning. We were 
all surprised A happy for you. 
PAT RADUNE also surprised us 
with her new love. Congrats on 
your Chi Omega Alpha Sigma 
Phi pinning I 
Paddy Murphy continued his 
lourney to the SAE house, but 
stopped off to refresh himself at 
the    'Old   Mill'   brewery   In 
Milwaukee, where he proceeded 
to stick his head in every vat A 
chug until he passed out. 
Employees revived him by 
giving him a shot of grain 
alcohol. Paddy reportedly 
staggered A drove off singing, 
'Oh roll your lag over'I 
Tonight the play MAME will 
open A at you we'll all be scopln', 
'Cuz if we have one wish, it's for 
you, KIM KISH to do your best In 
your role as MAME! We're 
behind you all the way! Love, 
your AX Sisters. 
Stop...Don't Forget...'Party on 
the Tracks' May 19 Campus 
Manor Apts. 
Rick M. How" could'the year 
come to an end without a 
classified to you? Here's your 
very own tor being a friend, true 
blue Adrlenne. 
MARTHA CHICLIS What a 
terrific picture! Congratulations 
once again on your winning 
season. I'm really going to miss 
you next year cutle but 
remember, I'm only 8 hours 
away. Love ya, V. P.S. I know 
this is early but HAPPY 21 st 
BIRTHDAY!! 
Fall Rush information Night is 
May 20, 1979. It will be at us 
Education Bldg. at 7:00pm. Open 
to all Interested women. 
Volunteers needed. Special 
Olympics. Anyone Interested 
may help. Meeting 8 30pm Wed. 
May    18.    115    Ed.    Bldg.    Any 
questions, 352 3321.  
Congratulations to Laura Burns 
on a successful Greek Week. 
Thanks for all of the hard work A 
time you put Into If. We're proud 
of youl Love, Your AX sisters. 
Connie, thanks for a great time 
at Goo Phoo Bool it made the 
entireweekend Love. Steve 
Congratulations to Terrie 
Verble, Mary Nano, ABarb 
Cmgle on being tripped into the 
exclusive honorary fraternity-1 
Gotta Crutcha. 
2 rmtes. desperately needed for 
next school yr. 835 4th St.  372 
5685  
lor 7 F   rmtes. needed for 79 80 
school yr. Call Debi 372 4729 or 
Cindy 372 6147.  
M. grad student needs rmte for 
summer or longer. Call 352 8548. 
2 lg. bdrms., AC, for 4 girls for 
summer.  Very reasonable. 352- 
1730, daytime.  
2 F. to sublet for summer. Very 
niceapt. 352 1730, daytime. 
I M. to share for summer. 885 mo. 
352 1730, daytime. 
I F. rmte   needed to subls. apt. 
for   summer.  Close to campus. 
Cheap. 352 7f» 
rmte Male teacher needs I . for 
summer.   Own   room.   352-1730, 
anytime. 
I F. rmte. needed for 79-80 school 
yr. $80 mo.    Third St. Call 352- 
3457  
I F. rmte. needed 7980school yr 
Close to campus. Call 372 5471 
I F   to share house 79 80 school 
yr. Own bdrm., close to campus 
3525642.  
I bdrm. apt. to sublet for sum- 
mer. AC, close to campus. 8150 
mo. 354 1443 
M. rmte. needed Fall Qtr. $45 
mo. Own room 352-6133 after . 
paint,   new   top    352 0540   after 
6pm. 
I Viscount 10 spd Ex.cond. Many 
extras. Also 2 cheap used 10 spd. 
Pat. 353 1421   
1967 Oldsmoblle 8150. F 2 35 small 
mm wide angle lens. New. Make 
offer Tom. 3536415.  
IBM   electric   typewriter   with 
keys.   Excellent   condition.  353 
160? after 6pm  
1967 Chevy Impale Good engine. 
Asking     8300.     Call    3541953 
evenings. 
OAS  SAVERIU97I Opel wagon, 
air,   radio,   low  mileage.  Call 
t-rank at 2 2003  
Hiking   boots.   Size   7    Vasqugt 
Brandnaw S*A CfJI 552 7626. 
FOR RENT  
HELP WANTED 
GAMMA GUCCI GAMMA 
GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI GAMMA 
GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI GAMMA 
GUCCI 
Soft contact lenses for only 9981 
Walk in with glasses, walk out 
with Lenses, same day!(most 
patients) Cory Optical, 190 S. 
Main, Suite H. upstairs In the 
MinlMall.  (stop  in or  call for 
appt. 354 1044). 
Sigma Chls: Look out because 
the Zetas art gonna chase you 
down' The sisters of ZTA 
Houseboy needed for a sorority 
for Fall '79. if interested call for 
appointment. 2 2588 or 2-1300. 
Looking for people interested in 
participating in a weight 
reduction study during summer 
qtr. 1979. The study will involve 
diet, exercise A behavior mod. 
techniques. Must be 18 45 yrs. 
old, F., & at least 15 lbs. over- 
weight. For further Info please 
contact Betty L. Gower at 352 
1020 after 5pm. 
To those AX actresses, Kim 
Kish, Lisa Herbert , Lynne 
Chappel A Shelley Miller: We 
wish you all the best in your roles 
In MAME. Break a leg! Love, 
Your AX Sisters. 
Thoae of Axt's '78 PC 1*0 students 
who would care to take part in a 
ritual of commemoration A 
ridiculousness meet me at Sam 
B'sonFrl. lematSpm. 
Betty A Bolt, The Alpha Gams 
are psyched A ready for Derby 
Week, cause we've got the best 
coaches that can't be beat I We'll 
show our spirit A have lots of fun, 
A In the end we'll be) NO. Ill I 
WANT BO 
I or 2 M. starting summer A or 
next school yr. To live In Forest 
Apts, not because my rmtes. are 
weird they're cool- but I'm 
moving to Arizona. 875 or 8*2.50 
mo. 352 0300. 
I 
Sub Me Quick 143 E. Wooster 
now accepting applications tor 
counter help Day A night shifts 
Also, drivers. Must be IS yrs. or 
older 
Pt. time steam table cook Start 
immed. Must be avail, thru 
summer. Apply In person. 
Corner Kitchen. 183 S. Main. 
Full or pt. time Spr. A Summer. 
Apply in person. Roy Roger's. 
300 E. Wooster. 
RN's pt. time. 3 II or 11-7. Call 
Wood County Nursing Home for 
interview. 353-8411. 
Applications now being taken for 
bartender, grill work A 
waitresses at Com City Bar A 
Restaurant, Deshler, Oh. Hrs 
4pm lam Ex. working cond A 
benefits. For Interview call 276- 
3871 or 538 6663  
Gibsonburg, Luckey A Pern- 
berville area. Full A Pt. time 
openings. Uniforms turn. Reply 
to Universal Security. PO Box 
•62, Toledo, OH 43696 or call 473 
0601.Mon Frl.9 4. 
Babysitter in my home. 4 days 
wk for Infant. 352 3304 after 
4pm. Rtf. required. 
Receptionist for optical shop. 
Prefer contact lens wearer to 
assist In fitting. Apply at: 
CoryOptical. 190$. Main. Suite H- 
upstairs In the Mini Mall, 
Downtown, BG. 
Career positions available In 
sales, management, finance, 
EDP, accounting, marketing A 
retail. 810 20,000. Ohio A National 
openings. Send resume to: Baron 
Personnel. 5249 Secor, Toledo, 
OH 43623 
Oat your name en the Interview 
calendar tor summer work. Oood 
money for hard workers offered 
fey well-known company. For 
more information on how you 
can make over 19*0 per month. 
Holding Interviews at 2 :M A 4:38 
in Falcon Plaza meeting roam 
ne.W. 
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS A 
SENIORS. NEW YORK CITY 
firms looking for college 
students 19 years or older for 
High Pay summer jobs A 
possible permanent positions In 
New York City. Equal Oppor 
tunity Employer's. For In- 
formation send 83.00for handling 
TO Attn. r^r. L.S. Grimendo 80 
Wall St. Suite no 414. New York. 
NY. 10005. 
Apt to sublet for summer. I mo. 
free rent. Furn   8260 mo. AC, 2 
bdrm 352 4830.  
I bdrm. unfurn. apt. avail. Sept. 
1st. 8170 plus utn. I yr. lease. Call 
3533963.  
Room for 2 F. for summer. 201 S. 
College. Kitchen A private en- 
trance. 352 3472. 
Lg. elf ic. 28x15, walk to campus. 
Avail. Fall term. Ph. 352 1100. 
1 bdrm. furn. or unfurn. Central 
location   9 or 12 mo. leases. Ph. 
352 1100.  
ROCKLEDGE MANOR. Furn. 
large luxury apts., 2 bdrms., 2 
full baths, dish 
washers RESIDENT 
MANAGER ON PREMISES Air 
cond., lots of closets A storage 
space All util. turn, except elec. 
Now leasing for summer A Fall 
sessions. BSD 4th A S. College. 352 
3841.  
F subls Own bdrm., Utll. In 
dud. Swimming pool.Laundry 
facilities. Call Mary 352-4152 for 
summer. 
House, 3 bdrms.. Pi blk. from 
campus. Avail. June I. Call after 
6pm, 352 71*3.  
Avail. June l, quality I bdrm., 
furn apt. 3 rms. plus bath. 
Complete kitchen facility, air 
cond.. private ent., 3 blks. from 
campus. 3 blks. from dntn. 
Prefer faculty, grad., or serious 
student, shown by appointment 
only Ph. 686 3323 after *pm. 
Wayne Apts. 724 Sixth St. 14 
Students. 352 2663.  
2 bdrm     apt    furn,   close   to 
campus 354-1815.  
Small 2 bdrm. house, unfurn. I 
bdrm.apt. furn Both near 
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective 
June 15. Ph. 352 7365  
2 bdrm turn with AC, 8400 for 
summer plus elec. 818 Second A 
•35 Fourth. 352 7454 before 12 
noon. 
Furn. I bdrm. apt. 2nd fir. of 
older house. Avail, for summer A 
also for Fall. If desired 51*0 mo 
plus elec. 372 2948, day A 352.4238 
eves.  
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for summer. Special rates. AC. 
Ph 352-9302 or 352 7345 eves. 
Houses, apts. A rooms for 
summer rentals only. All n%ar 
campus. Ph 352-7345 
FOR SALE 
2 Corvettes 19*4 Maeco Shark 
Wagon show cor. Professionally 
bullty just completed In Dae. '** 
Corvette convertible 4-spd., new 
TWO BEDROOM APTI. 
SUMMER A FALL LIASES 
152 1800 A 252-447I.  
2 bdrm.furn. apt. for 4or less. All 
utll. except elec. Clean, good 
maintenance. Ph. 352 1730 
anytime or 352 54*1, 2 7pm 
2 bdrm. turn., near campus. 
Avail June for summer only. 
Free, air cond , S2O0 mo. Ph. 152 
8035.  
Apt    to sublet for summer:  lg. 
twobdrm.  completely turn, at 
701 Wallace Ave. Call 354 1227. 
Sum.   sublet.,   attractive,   furn. 
hse. for *. Very close to campus, 
3bdrms., utll. pd. 352 5017. 
4   bdrm.   home,   v»   blk.   from 
campus, summer. 372-3254. 
123 Manvllle, near Ad.  Bldg. 4 
bdrm.  home,  stove  A  refrlg., 
furn. 8*00 mo. Call John Newiove 
Real Estate, 352*553. 
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Investigators fear U.S. leaders 
* stalked by Peoples Temple 
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
Congressional investigators said 
yesterday they could not rule out the 
possibility that a Peoples Temple death 
squad is stalking the nation's leaders, 
seeking to carry out the last wishes of 
the Rev. Jim Jones. 
The investigators, reporting to the 
House of Foreign Affairs Committee 
after a six-month probe into the murder 
of Rep. Leo J. Ryan in Guyana, said the 
possibility that cultists had a "death 
list" marking national leaders for 
assassination "should not be totally 
discounted." 
May be seeking to 
fulfill Jones' wishes 
"There is evidence to suggest Jones 
and some of his key lieutenants 
discussed and had 'understandings' to 
eliminate various individuals, in- 
cluding national political leaders," the 
staff report concluded. "Time may 
diminish the possible threat of this 
factor." 
UNDERSCORING THEIR concern, 
the staff investigators delivered their 
report under heavy security. Police 
guarded each door, and those entering 
the room passed through metal 
detectors. 
Ryan, three journalists and a cult 
defector were shot to death at an air- 
strip near the Peoples Temples set- 
tlement in Guyana last Nov. IB while 
attempting to investigate reports that 
Jones, the cult leaders, was holding 
people against their will. While Ryan 
and his party were under attack, Jones 
led more than 900 cult members in a 
ritual murder-suicide by cyanide 
poisoning. 
^ Censorship threatens Iran's press 
photo by AP 
Cincinnati police officers walk away from downtown street In front of Cincinnati'* City 
their   cruisers   after  abandoning   them  In a Hall last week. 
Cincy police celebrate National 
Police Week in unusual manner 
CINCINNATI (AP) - It's National 
Police Week and the subject of law 
enforcement is probably being 
discussed more vehemently in. this city 
than most places. 
Now, one of America's "most 
liveable cities" finds its reputation 
smeared with the on-duty deaths of 
eight police officers in the last five 
years-three of them since January. 
Cincinnati residents and police are 
feeling grief, anger and fear as a result. 
THE POLICE HAVE presented city 
council with a list of proposed safety 
improvements and a group of police 
wives have threatened legal action of 
the improvements are not met. 
Some of the proposed improvements- 
especially the use of .357-caliber 
Magnum pistols-have brought a strong 
opposition    from    several   areas, 
the Young Socialist Alliance 
presents 
M6T Si 
«i'2     fci -.■lfnio   o'   **ot.> 
NC   qrv." 
'U.S. out of 
southern Africa' 
Wednesday, may 16, 8:00 
overman hall, room 140 
Guest Speaker 
CATHY SEDWICK 
YSA NATIONAL CHAIRPERSON 
Your 
United Way 
Pledge Works 
For All of Us 
especially from leaders of the black 
community. 
"More firepower has negative im- 
plications for the black community and 
the community as a whole," said 
Dewey Fuller, director of the local 
branch of Urban League. 
WHEN BOTH POLICE and black 
citizens came together at a City Council 
meeting last week, the lasting im- 
pression was of almost overwhelming 
tension waiting to be released. 
The tension boiled over at times in 
scuffles between police and blacks who 
were jammed into an overcrowded, 
overheated council chamber. 
There have been charges of police 
beating blacks. 
. A DAY BEFORE THE last police 
death, a black civilian, George Lee 
Thomas, was killed while fleeing police 
on a stakeout. Thomas was being 
sought on a grand theft warrant. 
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iranian newspapers, still asserting 
their independence three months after the Islamic 
revolution, are embroiled in a struggle with ruling forces that 
could determine the fate of freedom of the press in this 
country for years to come. 
At stake is the future of five or six competitive daily 
newspapers and a number of magazines whose editors have 
boldly attempted to provide a forum for discussion of 
political issues. Some of the publications have been decried 
as "depraved" and "leftist" by Iran's strict Shitte Moslem 
leader, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, and his sup- 
porters. 
The debate originally pitted Khomeini and his religious 
allies, along with angry street demonstrators, against Iran's 
biggest morning newspaper, Ayandegan, published in 
Tehran. 
THE NEWSPAPER suspended publication with a protest 
issue on Saturday after Khomeini criticized its use of an 
article about him two days earlier, based on an interview he 
gave to the French daily, Le Monde. 
Ayandegan's headline highlighted a statement attributed 
to Khomeini that leftists had nothing to do with recent 
assasinations in the country. Without being specific, 
Khomeini rejected the Ayandegan story as false, and said the 
newspaper had been "depraved" since the start of the 
revolution. 
After Khomeini's statement, street crowds marched in 
condemnation of Ayandegan. 
THE NEWSPAPER PRINTED three blank pages in the 
Saturday edition as a protest against censorship and said it 
would not appear again until the government clarifies its 
policy on press freedom. 
Sheppard retrial raised in Dayton 
DAYTON (AP) - The Sam Sheppard 
case has come alive again in Dayton as 
federal court officials sift through the 
personal effects of the Judge who 
granted the Cleveland osteopath a 
second trial. 
The late U.S. District Judge Carl A. 
Weinman saved stacks of newspaper 
clippings and legal magazines repor- 
ting his decision and the Supreme Court 
concurrence that publicity surrounding 
Sheppard's murder, conviction, 
warranted a new trial. 
He also had saved piles of letters 
from the public expressing opinions 
about the case. 
WEINMAN, WHO DIED last Feb. 2, 
ruled in 1964 that Sheppard had not 
received a fair trial when he was 
convicted in 1954 of the murder of his 
pregnant wife. Marilyn. A new trial 
resulted in the acquittal of Sheppard. 
Court officials are now preparing 
Weinman's materials about the case, 
which had been stored in his office in 
Dayton, for donation to the University 
of Dayton law library. 
A federal court official said that 
Weinman had made no provision for 
disposition of the papers and the court 
decided to give them to the law library 
instead of throwing them away. 
MOST OF THE LETTERS from the 
public were complimentary, praising 
Weinman's decision and criticizing the 
Cleveland newspapers for their 
coverage of the original trial 
"The whole thing was a three-ring 
circus, at the expense of a man's 
freedom," wrote one woman, who said 
she had followed the trial closely. 
.-..An Ohio attorney...who K^ l»- 
representori a L.g-cify newspaper, was 
criti---' ' ""> lack of restraint shown by 
th'C'ev eland newspapers in covering 
Fall Rush sign-up  for all interested women 
is beginning on May 2 in 315 Student Services 
The hours are 9:30-12:30 a.m. Mon. thru Thurs., 
1:30-4:30 p.m. Mon. thru Wed. 
There is a *2.50 registration fee. 
average is required. 
At least a 2.2 accum 
Sponsored by Panhellenic Council 
*•••••••••••••••••••••••* 
n LEASE NOW 
For best selection 
NORTH GROVE 
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS 
1005 North Prove Street 
WINDSURFING 
ONE OF THE COASTAL AREAS FAVORITE 
PASTIMES COMES TO OHIO! 
Demonstration Wed., May 16, 
11:30-2:30 Rec Center Lagoon 
You can try it, too! 
Sprin§ Worksheps are M; Ink (or mon Hie tmmm 
¥ 
¥ 
t 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
*•••••••••••••••••••••••* 
lb Move Together 
25 minutes from B G at the Glenbyrne Center Plaza 
on the corner of Glendale and S. Byrne. 
1532 South  flvme Road. Toledo.   Ohio 43614   VQ-ltnb 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
Unfurnished Apartments 
9 month lease $245/ mo. 
1 year lease $210/ mo. 
including gas heat 
MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 DAILY 
Resident Manager  353-5891 
319 East Wooster Street 
Phone   353-3641 
SUMMER RENTALS 
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
— 2 FULL BATHS 
Next to university Tennis courts 
Short walk to student Rec Center 
150.00 per month & elec. 
CALL 352-0717 FOR INFORMATION 
OR STOP BY 224 E WOOSTER ST. 
Mon., Tue., & Wed. 
nights 
ore 
2 for 1 ot Bojangles 
Red Light Specials 
3 for 1 
Thur., Fri., & Sat. 
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BG baseballers split 
Bowling Green's baseball team won 
30 games for the fourth straight year, 
and fifth out of the last six seasons, with 
a double-header spUt with Wayne State 
yesterday. 
The Falcons, now 30-16, won the first 
game 3-0 and lost the night cap 3-1. 
In the opener, BG got its first run in 
the first Inning for winner P.D. Elber. 
Jim Susuka opened with a double and 
Jeff Groth moved him to third with a 
single. Dana Dowers grounded out to 
score Suska 
BG's other runs came in the second 
when Chuck Black's single to left 
knocked in Kevin Glasspoole.who went 
three for three, and Jim Vitale. 
Elber, 4-1, struck out one, walked 
one, and gave up five hits in going the 
distance. 
BG bats were quieted in the second 
game as the Falcons could only manage 
three hits off Wayne State's pitching. 
Keith Imhoff, 1-2, got the loss after 
BG's defense committed an error in the 
fourth inning which led to two WSU 
runs. 
BG will host Cleveland State today at 
1 p.m. at Warren E. SteUer Field. 
Shane awarded 
Mark Shane has been named the Mid- 
American Conference baseball player 
of the week after hitting .750 In the 
Falcons' double-header sweep of 
Northern Illinois last Friday. 
The senior power-hitting left fielder 
hit safely six times in eight trips to the 
plate. Shane was three for four in each 
game and ended the day with two home 
runs, one double and nine RBIs. 
Shane was the second Falcon honored 
this season, after Jeff Groth received 
the award earlier. 
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TODAY'S GAMES TODAY'S GAMES 
Baltimore at Boston 
Toronto at Cleveland San Diego at C ncinnati 
Detroit at New York Philadelphia at Chicago 
Texas at Minnesota New York at Pittsburgh 
Kansas City at Seattle Los Angeles at Atlanta 
Chicago at Oakland Montreal at St LOUIS 
Milwaukee at California San Francisco at Houston 
Two selected to Midwest team 
Laxers lose finale; 
finish season 9-2-1 
BG's women's lacrosse team closed out 
9-2-1 record. 
it season with a 
by Pat Kennedy 
stall reporter 
A successful season ended in a 
different fashion for Bowling 
Green's women's lacrosse team at 
the Midwest Women's Lacrosse 
Association tournament Saturday. 
Heavy rains shortened all mat- 
ches to one period ard the Falcons 
defeated the Cleveland Club team 4- 
2, while losing only their second 
game of the season, 8-S to Wlt- 
tenbuTK. 
"I don't know if it was a com- 
bination of us being overconfident, 
since we had already beaten Wit- 
tenburg 16-9, and the field con- 
ditions," BG coach Carol Durentini 
said. "They (Wittenburg) were 
shutting us down at midf ield and we 
weren't geting the ball to the at- 
tacks. When we did, we began to 
score, but it was too little, too late. 
"We have a tendency to be a 
second half team and we didn't have 
the second half." 
WITTENBURG Jumped to a 5-0 
lead on BG and the Falcons could not 
recover. Jenny Dunn led Bowling 
Green with three anal.'  while Betsy 
Kenniston and Julie Lewis added 
one each. 
Two Falcons were selected to the 
Midwest n team, which will par- 
ticipate in the United States 
Women's Lacrosse Association 
national tournament, according to 
Durentini. 
-JULIE LEWIS was selected for 
the third home position and Mary 
George was selected for the third 
man," she said. "I'm very pleased 
that we placed two people, It says a 
lot for our team." 
Dunn again led the lady laxers in 
Cleveland Club match, scoring two 
goals (which upped her season total 
to 89). Kenniston and Lewis also 
added singler markers in the con- 
test. 
Despite losing two of their last 
three games, Durentini said she felt 
the team had a good season. 
"We had a very successful season 
and I'm very pleased," she said. 
"The seniors are disappointed in 
losing their final match to Wit- 
tenburg, but I'm pleased." 
The Falcons finished their season 
at 9-2-1 bettering last season's 5-4-1 
mark. 
Major league umpires halt strike 
club clips 
rugby 
Bowling Green's men's "A" rugby 
team was the only squad seeing action 
over the weekend. The men's "B" 
match with Cincinnati and the women's 
match with Indiana were cancelled due 
to heavy rain. 
The men's "A" team upped its record 
to 6-3 with a 10-4 win over Cincinnati's 
"A" squad. The rain made footing and 
ball handling slippery with many errors 
occuring. 
BG broke a scoreless tie when Keith 
Eddy scored on a five yard try. Preston 
Bartlett made it 8-0 with a second half 
try and Greg Mayernik added a con- 
version kick for the final BG points. 
The "A" team will travel to the 
Northwest Ohio Tournament in San- 
dusky on Saturday. The "B" team will 
host Baldwin Wallace at 2 p.m. 
Saturday while the women's team will 
host Ohio State at 1 p.m. Both matches 
will be played at Poe Ditch Field. 
NEW YORK (AP) - Major league 
umpires have reached a contract 
agreement with the American and 
National Leagues and will return to 
work this weekend, The Associated 
Press learned yesterday. 
A marathon negotiating session, 
which carried into yesterday morning, 
apparently settled the final issues 
which have kept the regular umpires on 
the sidelines since the beginning of 
spring training. 
Pressure for the settlement built last 
week when minor league and sandlot 
ui ipire . *ho have been replacing the 
regulars, were involved in a series of 
uproarious arguments punctuated with 
bench-clearing brawls in Atlanta and 
Minnesota. 
THE SETTLEMENT apparently will 
be presented for aproval of the major 
league owners at a joint meeting of the 
two leagues in Chicago today. If ap- 
proved, it then would be announced at a 
joint press conference Thursday in New 
York. 
American League President Lee 
MacPhail and attorney Richie Phillips, 
who has represented the umpires In this 
dispute, said the two sides were close to 
a settlement but stopped short of an- 
nouncing a final agreement. But a 
source familiar with the talks said the 
matter has been resolved and all that 
remains is the initialing of the 
agreement. 
MacPhail agreed that almost daily 
meetings between the two sides had 
helped close the gap. 
"We're a lot closer than when we 
started,' he said. 
Phillips, speaking from his 
Philadelphia office, said both sides 
were on the verge of a "comprehensive 
agreement" that should "insure labor 
peace for at least three years and 
beyond." 
Details of the contract settlement 
were unavailable, although It was 
learned that the leagues agreed to 
employ an extra team of umps, 
allowing one unit at a time to have 
breaks during the season. The umpires 
also had demanded improvements in 
per game expense allowances which 
had been $53 per day and in salaries. 
Throughout the work stoppage, the 
umpires had said it would take only 
$20,000 per team, a total of $520,000 to 
settle the matter. 
THE UMPIRES have been deman- 
ding salary equity with off icials in other 
major sports. Major ) eague umpires 
had been making between $17,000 and 
$40,000 with a 10-year man earning 
$32,500.   A   10-year   official > in   the 
Sational Basketball Association earns 
5.00(). 
Angered by the salary inequities, the 
umpires turned their contract talks 
over to Phillips, who negotiated the 
agreement with the NBA officials. 
Only two umpires, American League 
rookie Ted Hendry and National 
League veteran Paul Pryor, signed 1979 
contracts. The other 50 umpires 
manned picket lines when the season 
began. 
Synchronized swans swim to All-American honors 
by Julie Stephens 
They have many things In common. 
Both come from Canton, Ohio; both 
have very similar last names and both 
are All- \mericans that have shown syn- 
chronized swimming to be more than a 
stage production. 
Margo Humphrey and Kris Hum- 
phries were selected as All-Amerlcans 
at the Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW) National 
Synchronized Swimming Cham- 
pionships held in Albany, N.Y. 
To qualify for the honor, a swimmer 
had to rank at least seventh In the 
nation in three of four categories: solo, 
duet, trio and team standings. They 
also had to rank within the top 20 in 
stunts. 
BG finished sixth as a team while 
Margo and Kris received sixth place In 
duet competition and ranked seventh in 
their trio with Mary Heitman. Hum- 
phries placed 15th in stunts, one ahead 
of Humphrey. 
Six University swimmers made the 
trip to Albany. Margo and Kris came 
home with the All-American honors- 
only they didn't know it at the time. 
MARGO SAID that the two girls 
found out about their awards Just last 
week because the scores weren't posted 
at the competition. 
It was the second year Humphrey 
was tabbed as an All-American. She 
i    qualified last year with solo, duet and 
trio routines, but said that she wasn't 
really expecting the honor this year 
< because of the intense competion. 
. "I think Kris and I went Into the 
i tj competition feeling this way," she said. 
"Knowing that the competition was 
from all over the U.S., we felt that our 
chaneee were pretty slim of getting Into 
the finals. 
"WE WERE pretty happy when we 
did.     This year it's more competitive. 
They (other swimmers) really want to 
win." 
Humphrey explained that last year 
synchronized swimming was a varsity 
sport at BG. Because of funding, the 
University dropped its varsity status 
this year, leaving the club at a disad- 
vantage. Schools like the University of 
Arizona, Michigan and Ohio State, who 
are funded like any other varisty sport 
in thejr school, have an advantage. 
Humphrey said that in her freshman 
and sophomore years, synchronized 
swimming was more a form of ex- 
pression rather than a competitive 
sport Put the sport has been growing 
into competition in the past few years. 
"I enjoy swimming for leisure, not 
for competition," Humphrey said. "I 
feel there's more expression in syn- 
chronized swimming. Performing 
stunts and stroking to the music uses 
one's imagination and creativity." 
Humphrey said she has been, com- 
peting since about fifth grade She 
swam in the Amateur Athletic Union 
(AAU) meets at the community center 
in Canton. 
"MY PARENTS always encouraged 
us with  that,"  she  said about her 
family's participati<- in the center's 
various activities, is soon as the 
center was built, we joined it. 
"My sister got rne interested in 
synchronized swimming. I swam all 
through grade school, high school and 
even college with her." 
Margo has two older sisters, Marsha 
and Marilyn, who swam at the 
University. 
She said that she chose the University 
partly because hersisterswerehere, but 
mainly for the synchronized swimming 
program. 
"I found out that they had a good 
business college, too," the mar- ting 
major said. 
Humphrey enjoys swimming and 
doesn't want to give It up after college. 
"I like to swim and would like to keep 
up with it—maybe even coach 
someday," she said, adding that she 
would have to acquire the proper 
credentials first. 
With both of the swimmers being 
from Canton, they swam on the same 
BG's All-American snychronlzed swimmers Margo Humphrey (top) and 
Kris Humphries (below) work on a routine In Cooper Pool. 
staff photo by Frank Brelthaupt 
They led their team to a sixth place finish In the nation this past season. 
AAU team-but only for one year 
together because Kris is three years 
younger than Margo. 
Humphries, a 17-year-old freshman 
comes from a family of swimmers, as 
does Margo. 
Kris said her father was a National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
swimmer when he was in college, and 
he still competes in the AAU. She also 
has three sisters who swim AAU meets 
In Canton. 
KRIS WAS 10 years old when she 
started swimming in AAU meets as a 
synchronized swimmer. She also swam 
competitively as a speed swimmer In 
high school, but has continued In 
synchronized. 
She said she chose the University for 
two reasons. One was the synchronized 
swimming program at BG. 
"As far as synchronized goes," she 
said, "it was the status that BG had last 
year in the nation." 
The other reason is really a 
technicality. Since she is only 17, she 
cannot go to school out-of-state. 
She picked her majo', human 
resource management, so it would 
transfer to another school. Next year 
she will be attending the University of 
Antzona. 
"THE TWO strongest teams in the 
United States are the University of 
Arizona and Ohio State," she said. 
"Because it (synchronized swimming) 
was cut as a varisty sport here, I can 
transfer to Arizona without sitting out a 
quarter." 
Humphries said that most of the 
swimmers at Arizona are recruited 
from AAU teams from across the 
nation since Arizona has no AAU teams 
In the state. 
Before nationals, every swimmer 
practiced five days a week, three hours 
a day, with meets every weekend. 
Kris said the ultimate goal for ■ 
synchronized swimmer Is not making 
the Olympic team, since there Is no 
team now, but for the Pan-Am team or 
the World Games team, which Is 
composed of the best swimmers from 
the AAU and AIAW. 
